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Cashew information Market Review 

Vietnam 

Vietnam RCN market continued to remain quiet. There are still offers of RCN from IVC, 

Ghana for 45,46 lbs at around USD1200-1250/MT but not much interest for buying. Price 

of high-quality RCN like Guinea Bissau/Senegal are at around 1600-1680 usd/MT and at 

that high price there is no interest yet.  The imported RCN quantity of Vietnam until the 

first half of June continue to lag behind that of last year during the same period. RCN 

imports were lower due to stagnant kernel price and on lesser than anticipated kernel exports 

from Vietnam due to higher inflation in consuming countries, higher freight rates, ever 

rising fuel costs and the ongoing Russian-Ukraine conflict, which enters the fifth month.   

   

RCN Prices are offered as below: 

  

·         IVC 47/200 at 1250-1260 usd/MT 

·         Ghana 45/200 at 1200-1210 usd/MT 

·         Ogbomoso 49/190 at 1310 usd/MT 

  

The kernel market is still weak and quiet, demand from buyer is very less. There are some 

USA buyers have interest for buying at low price (few cents lower than the prevailing offers) 

for W320, W240.  Some processors are under pressure to sell pending stock, and they have 

to sell at low price like W320 2.65 from medium BRC and some are under pressure to refund 

import duty for RCN on time, if late then they will be punished by customs, then they also 

need to sell kernels at low price. We heard that few biggest importers are bidding W320 

2.60-2.65 for medium BRC packers.  

  

Almost processors are reducing their capacity ranges from 30 to 70%, and small processing 

units have stopped processing.  We expect the export kernel figures this year will be going 

down compare to last year because the consumption is decreased, affected by Russia-

Ukraine war, inflation across the globe and lack of price parity of raw material with that of 

prevailing finished good price. 

 

Price for prompt shipment as below: 

  

·         W180: 3.50-3.80 

·         W210: 3.30-3.50 

·         W240: 2.80-3.00 

·         W320: 2.68-2.95 

·         W450: 2.60-2.85 

·         WS: 2.25-2.45 

·         LP: 1.85-2.05 

·         SP: 1.35-1.50 
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India 

 

India’s RCN imports in the first four months of 2022 came in at 250,006 tons with average price 

being USD 1439 per ton.  Imports in the first four months were the second highest since 2017 when 

India imported more than 300,000 tons. The increase in imports could be due to two reasons. One is 

that Indian crop is lesser than anticipated and secondly in anticipation of good demand in the 

forthcoming festival season as India is back to near normal after impacted by covid in the past two 

years. However, one has to see where the rupee is likely to head in the coming days as any further 

depreciation could result in higher import cost, considering high priced quality RCN from Guinea 

Bissau, Senegal and Gambia to started to arrive at the Indian ports from August onwards. 

 

April-2022 RCN imports came in at 77,943 tons with value being USD 106.21 million (avg. price 

being USD 1363 per ton). 

 
Indian RCN Imports during April-2022  

       
 

Of the 250,000 of RCN imports so far in 2022(Jan to Apr), Tanzania accounts for 91,000 

tons, followed by Ghana with close to 50,000 tons and Mozambique with about 36,000 tons. 

The above three countries accounts for about 88-89 percent of the total imports during the 

above said period. 

 
Indian Cashew kernel exports in April came in at 4209 tons with value being USD 32.74 million 
(USD 7779 per ton). 
 
In the first four months of 2022, India’s cashew kernel exports have totalled 18,218 tons, averages 
4550 tons per month.      
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UAE is the top exporter with 1700 tons, followed by Netherlands at 621 tons and Saudi with 525 
tons. The above three has accounted for two-thirds of the total exports in the month of April-2022. 
 
In the domestic markets not, much change noticed in the kernel price when compared to last week. 
Market participants anticipate demand to pick up in the coming weeks as festival season is about 
to commence from August second week onwards staring with ‘Raksha Bandhan’. 
 
Benin 
In Benin as per trade sources more than 70-80000 tons of rcn being shipped out of Benin. 
Shipments are slow due to non-availability of vessels and containers. The current offers for 46-47 
lbs are USD 1425-1450 per ton CNF.     
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Cashew Experts Market Commentary 

Cashew nut kernels 

The market of cashew nut kernels remains quiet, but also very interesting. And the daily 

market flashes are contradictory at best. 

 

1. The prices of cashew nut 

kernels are historically at very 

interesting levels and buyers are 

advised to have a large cover of their 

requirements. 

2. There is a surplus of RCN 

available and price of RCN has to 

come down, but still there is no parity 

with the current kernel price resulting 

in origin processors making losses at 

current price level. 

3. Demand will pick up during 

2nd half of 2022 as buyers during 1st half were reluctant to cover long positions as 

the high inflation numbers in US and EU were expected to downsize demand. So, 

we anticipate the latter part of 2022 to still have to be covered by buyers. 

4. The decrease of prices mainly caused by smaller processors who are in need of 

money to pay their bank loans. The bigger processors are offering 5-10% higher 

prices, holding their ground as they do not see a need to sell kernels at a straight loss. 

5. Currently Asian banks are reluctant to give further loans as there is no parity between 

RCN and kernels and processors losing money. The consequence of that is that 

smaller processing units might have to close doors or closed doors already. This 

potentially will have an impact on supply later in the year and Q1-2023 and thus 

there is a fair chance that prices will go up. 

6. Buyers can continue to buy hand to mouth as no movements are seen, maybe even 

slightly weaker market was experienced, and buyers will continue to stay as close 

as possible to the SPOT market, immediate shipments, booking containers for only 

one to three months ahead. Possibly hoping or expecting that prices still have some 

downwards potential. 

7. What may impact prices negatively from a processors point of view, i.e., kernels 

even becoming cheaper: reduced consumer demand, reduced interest from 

destination buyers due to slower demand in general. 

  

And of course, the cashew world is changing fast too, with the Cambodian crop becoming 

a much larger impactor. African exports of RCN to Vietnam are influenced by demand from 

India (being stronger in the market this season compared to past two years) and even Brazil 

(buying RCN to complement their own smaller crop). 
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With strong traders being able to hold large RCN stocks at various points, both in Vietnam 

as well as in Africa for shipment. 

  

Importation of testa kernels into Vietnam also impact and there are more processors in 

Africa that have decided to export semi-finished kernels (i.e. kernels with testa) to Vietnam 

for final processing. 

 

Exports of kernels from Vietnam is the main indicator of kernel consumption and it is down 

from last years’ historic heights. But……it is down enough to see us through the entire 

season with the RCN supply available remains the main question. Freight rates still play a 

part in all of the above. 

  

Our best advice: If the price offered today suits you, take a decent cover till Q2-23 at least 

because prices are seriously attractive. 

Source: Kees Blokland, Global Trading and Agency, the Netherlands 

 

The Gambia 

In Gambia prices and quality both down by about $40/MT and one lbs respectively. Rains 

have begun and hence drying of RCN is very difficult. Moisture percentage is very high and 

is almost 20% in the cargo coming in. Very little buying happening on the ground. 

Senegal 

Trucking as an option is open. Still more clarity needed. Local prices are up by $50/MT 

over last week and quality is just about 50lbs. 

Source: Amrith Kurien, Comafrique 

 

Guinea Bissau 

The Vietnamese buyer, who entered the market late, continues to buy strongly in Bissau and 

this has kept the rcn price high. 

Weighbridge prices are in the range of 545-550 cfa/kg. The buyer's representative is buying 

even at 560 on short-credit basis and has picked up over 30,000 MT to-date. 

Meanwhile in India, the market remains highly oversupplied. Warehouses in Tuticorin are 

full, and a further 75 000 MT of rcn is expected from various West African origins this week 

at Indian ports. 

There are offers but no bids in the market. 

On the shipping side, of the first 3 bulk vessels that have been here for over a month, one 

vessel finally left yesterday. The other two keep moving in and out of berth and are still 

awaiting slots to complete loading. 
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The first CMA-CGM vessel for containerized cargo is also awaiting a berthing slot. 

The question of the hour is: how will the paradox of high rcn prices in Bissau vs oversupply 

in India be resolved in the coming weeks.  

Source: John Rao, Bijagos Comerciais S.a.r.l. 

Other Nuts Market  

The trades for NPIS closed for the week ended on June 25 at INR 15800-16800/40 kg on 

70% SS basis, equivalent to US $ 1.68 to $ 1.81 CIF of origin's pricing. FAQ kernels closed 

the week at INR 580-590/kg. BDG was offered at INR 16800/40 kg whereas all private 

packers remained stable and below BDG prices. 

 

Independence in shell's were being traded in the range INR 14800 and 15400/40 kg, 

depending upon kernel sizes, equivalent to $ 1.56 to 1.63/lbs price of origin on CIF Basis. 

 

Independence kernel prices were traded at INR 530-545/kg. 

 

The markets saw some stability and the downfall got arrested during last week but demand 

remained extremely weak from consumers, with temperatures in the northern India rising 

again awaiting Monsoon. Friday and Saturday were especially dull days, sentiments 

remained weak but the traders were confident of getting a good start in the days ahead.  

 

The financial crunch has forced a few top importers to liquidate their cargo's lower than the 

prevailing market prices which has been a major reason for the fall in the sentiments and 

prices in the last one month or so. The reasons for liquidation could either be over trading 

or government commitments, but surely has destroyed demand fundamentals. 

 

Indian rupee remained weak against US$, INR settled the week against the US$ at 78.30 

with a high of 78.39. Market expectations are that the INR would reach the low of 80, thus 

making imports costlier. 

 

California remained stable with their offers for NPIS from $ 1.70-$1.78/lbs and 

Independence in shells at $1.50-$1.55 /lbs on FAS Basis at 70% sliding scale for July 

shipments. There has been an intent to sell more this week as we approach the objective 

estimate for Crop Year 2022. Growers have been realizing that they made a mistake by 

holding on to the inventory when demand was there and now with a low global demand, the 

current crop will surely have 800+ million carryover stocks leading to earlier estimated 2.8 

billion Lbs in CY 22. Further, India might remain side-lined for August shipments unless 

there is a price discount, the reasons are: 

 

1) Initial cargo originating from south California as there has been a hue and cry of water 

resulting in small as well as shrivelled kernels. 
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2) Shipping, it would be touch and go for Diwali arrivals, though we have seen stark 

improvement of shipments and reduction of freight rates especially from Los Angeles port. 

 

July 8th, Objective estimate for Almonds CY 2022 would be anybody's guess from 2.6++ 

Billion (Growers wish) to 2.9++ Billion (Buyers wish). 

 

$1.70 FAS to CIF is buyer's expectations on new crop prices for NPIS August/ September 

shipments with $ 1.40/lbs on Independence in shells. Buyers are expecting over 30 cents/lbs 

discounts on Independence to Non-Pareil this crops year based on the reports originating 

from California. 

 

Markets in India should recover for good as it's been a long time it has remained depressed. 

Festival season starts in July/August with FMCG and retail companies start buying for their 

inventory and other supply chain purposes. 

 

Hopefully with the onset of monsoon in North India by end of next week, we could see 

change in fortunes of traders too. 

 

 

FAQ NP Kernels INR 580-590/kg 

NPIS-70% SS basis INR 15,800-16,800/40 kg (equivalent to $ 1.68-1.81/lbs of origin 

prices) 

Independence in 

shells 

INR 14,800-15,400/40 kg ($1.56-1.63/lbs)  
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Source: Ravindra Mehta, IFNO, New Delhi – India 
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International Prices of Nuts  

 

  Table-1: Cashew Kernel FOB prices: India and Vietnam  

   

  

 

Table-2: African Cashew Kernel Price (Estimated for the Second Half of Jun-2022) 

Grade Description Grade 

W3-W4 Jun 2022 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

USD/LB 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 210 W-210           3.70            3.80  
WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 240 W-240           3.40            3.50  
WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 320 W-320           3.00            3.10  

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 450 W-450           2.85            2.90  
SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 210 SW-210           3.30            3.45  
SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 240 SW-240           3.10            3.20  

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 320 SW-320           2.85            2.95  
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Grade Description Grade 

W3-W4 Jun 2022 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

USD/LB 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 450 SW-450           2.70            2.85  

FIRST BUTTS/ WHITE BUTTS FB/WB           2.40            2.45  
FIRST SPLITS/ WHITE SPLITS FS/WS           2.60            2.70  
LARGE WHITE PIECES LWP           2.10            2.20  

SMALL WHITE PIECES SWP           1.45            1.55  
CHIPPS CH           1.00            1.10  
BABY BITS BB           0.55            0.65  

SCORCHED BUTTS SB           2.00            2.25  
SCORCHED SPLITS SS           2.05            2.30  

SCORCHED PIECES SP           1.35            1.50  

 

Domestic Prices of Nuts 

 

Table-3: Cashew Kernel: India spot prices in production Centre as of 06/27/2022 in INR/Kg 

 

Grades 
Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 
Goa 

Gujarat-

Ahmedabad 

Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

W180 1025 860 - - - 1000 - - 

W210 - 794 - 825 900 880 - 800 

W240 730 661 730 725 810 730 720 720 

W320 650 639 630 650 720 660 670 650 

W400 600 - - - 670 - 630 - 

W450 - 573 610 - 630 610 - - 

W1 - - - - 700 - - - 

S180 - - - - 1050 - - - 

S210 - - - - 850 - - - 

S240 - - - - 730 670 670 - 

S 650 - 670 - 670 - - - 

LWP 600 - 610 - 630 615 560 580 

SWP 550 - 500 - 470 560 - - 

K 620 573 - 625 670 625 610 - 

JH 670 - - 650 700 650 610 640 

SSW - - - - - - - - 

BB 400 - - - 310 350 - - 

JK/JB - - - - 650  580 - 

SW - - 560 - - - - - 

DP/SP 570        

DW 560      -  

 

Note:  Above quoted prices are with tax and tin packing. Panruti, Mangalore, and Gujarat prices are without 

tax.   Some of the markets marked in red not reported.  
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Prices of Nuts in Other Indian Markets  

 

Table-4: Cashew Kernel-India spot prices at terminal markets as of 06/27/2022 in INR/Kg  

Grades Mumbai 
Kolhapur 

(Maharashtra) 

W180 1065 - 

W210 920 885 

W240 780 765 

W320 730 680 

LWP 650 610 

SWP * 510 

JH/S 730 685 

BB 440 350 

 

 

CNSL Market Updates  

 

Table-5: CNSL Market Updates as of 06/20/2022 

Market CNSL Cake Shells 

(INR / Kg) 

Mangalore 49 8.8 14.5 

 

Courtesy: by Santhosh Silva, Karnataka  

 

Panruti Rate as on June 27-2022 

CNSL Oil INR 49per kg+18% GST 

Cashew Shell INR 690 per bag 55kg 

Shell cake INR 7200 per MT 

 

Currency Impact  

 

Table-6: Currency Movement – FOREX Rates  

  

 Currency 06-17-2022 06-24-2022 
Wk-on-Wk  

% Change 

Indian Rupee (INR)  78.04 78.30 0.33 

Euro (EUR) 1.0498 1.0556 0.55 

Japanese Yen (JPY) 134.96 135.18 0.16 

Brazilian Real (BRL) 5.15 5.24 1.75 

Chinese Yuan (CNY) 6.7160 6.6878 -0.42 

Singapore Dollar (SGD) 1.3897 1.3855 -0.30 

Tanzanian Shilling (TZS) 2327.00 2328.00 0.04 

Thai Baht (THB) 35.24 35.45 0.60 

Mozambique New Metical 

(MZN) 64.10 64.10 0.00 
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 Currency 06-17-2022 06-24-2022 
Wk-on-Wk  

% Change 

Vietnam Dong (VND) 23220.00 23247.00 0.12 

Indonesian Rupiah (IDR) 14821.00 14845.00 0.16 

West African Franc (XOF) 620.00 620.00 0.00 

Ghanaian New Cedi (GHS) 7.97 7.95 -0.25 

EURO West African Franc 650.88 654.35 0.53 

  

Symbol  Support S1 S2 Resistance (R1) R2 

USDINR 77.95 77.65 78.60 78.95 

EURO 649 644 661 666 

EURUSD 1.03 1.01 1.07 1.09 

  

Indian rupee continues to remain weak                                   

• Indian rupee last week traded in the region of 77.85 and 78.38 and finally 

settled the week at 78.30 against the dollar as on June 24. 

• Rupee continue to remain weak and expect more weakness going forward 

as FPI outflow continues. 

• Global inflation due to supply chain disruptions due to Russia-Ukraine 

coupled with weakness in rupee has resulted in higher import cost of crude, 

gold and other essentials and thus widened India’s current account deficit.  

• The impact of RBI hike on interest rates in the domestic inflation is likely 

to be seen in August and one has to closely track the movement of South 

West monsoon, which is critical in terms of agriculture output of various 

food crops.   

• One can foresee rupee to trade in the broader range of 77.45 and 78.95 in 

the short term.  

 

EUR/USD 

EUR may trade sideways to range bound                      

• EUR last week traded in the region of 1.0466 and 1.0606 and settled the week at 

1.0553 as on Jun 24. 

• EUR is holding on to its support around 1.0350, signaling pull back to 1.08-1.10 level going 

forward.  

• Testifying before Congress on Monetary Policy and the State of the Economy, USD 

fed chairman Mr Powell noted that the central bank has little control over energy 

and food prices, although he repeated their unconditional commitment to fighting 

inflation.  

• The central bank’s leader finally added that it is “significantly more challenging” to 

bring down inflation without impacting the labour market. 

• Technically EUR may trade in the broader region of 1.0300 and 1.0800/1.10 against 

the USD going forward.     
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Recent developments in CNSL industrial utilisation and its growth prospects 

Shuklambar Prabhu, Director, Adarsh Industrial Chemicals 

Cashew Nut Shell liquid (CNSL) is a very versatile industrial Raw 

material having free carbon chain so we can get number of useful 

products which is more than petroleum products derivate. 

Considerable research and Patent work has been done on utilisation of 

CNSL in India and abroad. The main outset for the utilisations of 

CNSL and its derivatives are the brake lining industry, Paint & Varnish 

Industry, Laminated Products, Foundry Core oil & Rubber 

Compounding. There is considerable scope for its Utilisation in 

development of Drugs, Anti-termite and Anti-Fungicides etc. The 

main Factor that is affecting the utilisation of CNSL is its Dark color and non consistence 

in quality. 

Medical Use: Raw CNSL is having 90 percent anacardic Acid, but separation for anacardic 

acid and phenol compound has not been succeeded so far. Anacardic Acid is used for Cancer 

treatment, if we overcome the separation of pure anacardic acid from CNSL which will be 

boom for Cashew industries and Cashew growers. 

Regarding Cardanol so many experiments has been done for fuel blending with diesel for 

hybrid car mixing with 10 percent to 30 percent diesel which showed considerable and 

encouraging results. The main drawback of Cardanol is color stability due to Photo 

sensitiveness and oxidation, if we succeed in stabilising the color of Cardanol it will be 

boom for Cashew Industry. 

CNSL products are used for Paint and other Industry as Resins. The other resins made from 

alkyds, Linseed Oil based doesn’t have any Anti-Fungal and anti-termite properties, but 

shell liquid-based resin is having inheritant properties of anti-Fungal & anti-termite which 

is Nature gift for Ship bottom paints. CNSL Based products are used because it is the only 

paints which can withstand in Salty Conditions. CNSL based paints shows best heat 

resistance properties up to 300 deg C, so that we can use in heat resistance boiler paints and 

in insulating varnishes (Best Dielectric property) where the inside temperature of motor 

winding goes towards 120-150 deg C. 

Some of the records show that Japan has used large amount of CNSL for surface coating on 

Bombs in 2nd world war because CNSL products is having highest dielectric properties. If 

cashew industries and CEPCI focus on CNSL utilisation, Cashew Shells is equally 

important compared to Cashew Kernels. 

Increasing the use of CNSL as an alternative to the unsaturated phenols is anticipated to 

drive the Global CNSL market over the forecast period. 
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Export of CNSL for the past 20 years 

Year Quantity (MT) Value (Rs. Cr.) 

2000-2001 2,246 3.89 

2001-2002 4,178 5.93 

2002-2003 7,215 9.26 

2003-2004 6,926 7.03 

2004-2005 7,474 7.91 

2005-2006 6,405 7.09 

2006-2007 6,139 10.29 

2007-2008 7,813 11.98 

2008-2009 9,099 26.06 

2009-2010 11,227 27.62 

2010-2011 12,051 33.77 

2011-2012 13,575 59.46 

2012-2013 9,192 29.84 

2013-2014 9,480 38.61 

2014-2015 10,938 55.81 

2015-2016 11,677 57.59 

2016-2017 11,422 44 

2017-2018 8,325 32.63 

2018-2019 5,300 26.85 

2019-2020 4,605 23.093 

Source: CEPCI 

India is exporting considerable amount of Cashew Nut Shells liquid & Cardanol. Cashew 

exported amounted to over 566 million US dollars from India in Fiscal year 2020.This 

included Cashews Kernels & CNSL. India’s main export markets for CNSL included South 

Korea, China, Spain, United States, Belgium and other European countries. 
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News 

Cashew exports down due to rising oil prices, epidemics, Russia Ukraine conflict 

According to general statistics from the General Department of Vietnam Customs, in the first five months of 2022, 

approximately 206,110 tons of cashew kernels of all kinds were exported earning over US$1.19 billion in export turnover, 

down 7.81 percent in volume and 6.81 percent in value. However, the average export price was about $5,792 a ton, up 

1.45 percent from the same period last year. 

Source: https://www.sggpnews.org.vn/business/cashew-exports-down-due-to-rising-oil-prices-epidemics-russia-ukraine-

conflict-100076.html 

Government distributes 111,190 cashew seedlings to 3,238 farmers in Techiman Municipality 

The Techiman South Municipal Assembly has distributed 111,190 cashew seedlings to cashew farmers within three years 

under the government’s Planting for Export and Rural Development (PERD) programme, to boost cashew farming. 

Source:https://www.ghanabusinessnews.com/2022/06/25/government-distributes-111190-cashew-seedlings-to-3238-

farmers-in-techiman-municipality/ 

 

https://www.sggpnews.org.vn/business/cashew-exports-down-due-to-rising-oil-prices-epidemics-russia-ukraine-conflict-100076.html
https://www.sggpnews.org.vn/business/cashew-exports-down-due-to-rising-oil-prices-epidemics-russia-ukraine-conflict-100076.html
https://www.ghanabusinessnews.com/2022/06/25/government-distributes-111190-cashew-seedlings-to-3238-farmers-in-techiman-municipality/
https://www.ghanabusinessnews.com/2022/06/25/government-distributes-111190-cashew-seedlings-to-3238-farmers-in-techiman-municipality/
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Asia-US container shipping rates are flashing two bearish signals 

Trans-Pacific spot container shipping rates have crossed two bearish thresholds. It depends on which indexes you believe, 

but according to Drewry’s, spot freight rates are now below where they were at this time last year, and according to Xeneta’s, 

spot rates are now below current contract rates. 

Source:https://www.freightwaves.com/news/asia-us-container-shipping-rates-are-flashing-two-bearish-signals 

https://www.freightwaves.com/news/asia-us-container-shipping-rates-are-flashing-two-bearish-signals
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REACH OUT TO 

GLOBAL CASHEW INDUSTRY 

ADVERTISE IN 

CASHEW WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and 

WWW.CASHEWINFORMATION.COM 

For Advertisement in Cashew Weekly Newsletter 

And  

Banner Space on www.cashewinformation.com 

CONTACT: swapna@eventellglobal.com 

 

 
Disclaimer: The data and information presented in this report are based on efforts of analysts at 

cashewinformation.com, Bangalore and opinions and data obtained from experts and various 

industry sources. While sufficient care has been taken to check data and information prior to 

publishing, Cashewinformation.com or its employees or external contributors will not be responsible 

for any kind of errors or omissions or misrepresentation of data or for losses incurred by any party 

either directly or indirectly based on the information published herein. 

 

Caution to Readers 

Although paid advertisements appear in this publication (in print, online, or in other electronic 

formats), Cashewinformation.com does not endorse the advertised product, service, or company, or 

any of the claims made by the advertisement. Readers are encouraged to do the necessary due 

diligence. However, in the interest of the industry, please share your concerns, if any, by writing to us 

at content@cashewinformation.com 

 content@cashewinformation.com 
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